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Posted: 12:35 p.m. Tuesday, May 28, 2013

Look who was selected with 17th and 18th picks 

AP

By Chris Vivlamore

As we continue to try to learn who will be the next Hawks head coach, there is also an upcoming NBA draft for which to
prepare. Barring a trade, the Hawks will have four selections come June 27, two in the first round (No. 17 and 18) and two in
the second round (Nos. 47 and 50).

I went back over the past 10 drafts to compile a list of the players taken with the 17th and 18th picks. It's quite a list.

2003 - Zarko Cabarkapa (PHO), David West (NO)

2004 - Josh Smith (ATL), J.R. Smith (NO)

2005 - Danny Granger (IND), Gerald Green (BOS)
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2006 - Shawne Williams (IND), Okeskiy Pecherov (WAS)

2007 - Sean Williams (NJ), Marco Belinelli (GS)

2008 - Roy Hibbert (TOR), JaVale McGee (WAS)

2009 - Jrue Holiday (PHI), Ty Lawson (MIN)

2010 - Kevin Seraphin (CHI), Eric Bledsoe (OKC)

2011 - Iman Shumpert (NY), Chris Singleton (WAS)

2012 - Tyler Zeller (DAL), Terrence Jones (HOU)

What are your early predictions on who the Hawks will take with their first-round picks?
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Posted by vava74 at 1:16 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Pretty good players selected in those slots...

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 1:17 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

I see about 6 or 7 players in that list that I would consider solid starters in the league. West, Josh, Granger, Hibbert, Holiday,
and Lawson. Perhaps Bledsoe and Shumpert can join them sooner or later. So that's about a 35% success rate, maybe
closer to 50% if you include solid bench players like JR Smith and Marco Bellinelli.

Then again, it doesn't make a lot of sense to judge a draft slot without looking at the players who were selected after that
slot, so really all the players who went from 17 through 60 should be considered, like Rajon Rondo and Kyle Lowry.
Shouldn't hold it against the draft slot that teams made dumb picks like Oleksiy Pecherov instead of Rondo.

Apologies in advance, of course, to the world's biggest Sean Williams fan, Worldwide Clyde.

Posted by vava74 at 1:18 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

... hopefully this year will not be as bad as 2006...
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Posted by vava74 at 1:23 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Najeh,

I think you started in the right direction. The sample is big enough to allow duds to be removed from the equation and to
conclude that #17 and #18 can produce good players, so a good GM should get solid talent at those slots.

Posted by AstroJoe at 1:23 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Several solid rotational guys on that list. Quality depth is always wanted and needed.

Chris Singleton, wasn't that the player that folk were upset we didn't get? We can have him now, along with Damion James,
Al Thornton and Adam Morrison.

Posted by -sting- at 1:29 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

maybe perry and melo too aj, from last year?

Posted by -sting- at 1:34 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

2/3rd of those guys, excluding last years class, have made it further to become nba players of note than our lottery picks that
we had slip through our fingers in the basg/bk/woody years. really only josh and al made any serious noise.

Posted by AstroJoe at 1:34 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

doc, yeah. Good point. The PJ3 crowd was pretty quiet during the season. I'm sure that are readying their keystrokes for a
dominant Summer League performance.

Posted by Slimjr at 1:41 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Bleacher Report, Mock Draft 2013
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" 17. Atlanta Hawks: Rudy Gobert, PF, France

You can make a case for the Hawks taking any position. They face a lot of question marks this offseason, and they also have
back-to-back picks. 

If I'm in their position, I take one project pick and one instant-impact type.

This 7-footer needs polish, but he can move and has tremendous potential. The Hawks can draft him and let him patiently
develop. 

18. Atlanta Hawks (from Houston Rockets): Jamaal Franklin, SG, San Diego State

Onto a player who will be able to play a larger role as a rookie. 

Jamaal Franklin has to learn to shoot. If he could just be a decent jump-shooter, he would have a long career as a starter. As
it is now, he will be a valuable piece off the bench, as he brings athleticism, defense and energy."

More streak holders..Need impact players.....

2014 Andrew Wiggins: Nique 2.0 and some

Posted by cp229 at 1:49 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

I still think Perry Jones will turn into a solid player. Wasn't any pt on that team for him or Lamb. 

slim I wouldn't pay any attention to any mock drafts on the bleacher report. Those are pretty much just dudes guessing like
the rest of us. 

Adams
Mitchell
Franklin
Schroder
Rice Jr

Stay away from Plumlee and I'm not a big fan of Withey either.

Posted by Sautee at 1:51 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB:

Here you go slim, in case you missed it:

Your words:

"Look here Genius;

"my quotes included the word [if] and [perhaps] which both of you have already addressed. I dont need to back up and will
not back up." - slimjr
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Look here slim: here's what you posted:

Posted by Slimjr at 9:31 p.m. May. 24, 2013

"OB, how does it happen that the Hawks have never been to an ECF since moving to Atlanta?"

"And with all the excuses you generate it will continue...SMH!"

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hey slim, do you see any "ifs" or "perhaps" in that accusation?

You continue to be cowardly in your denial of wrong actions. There were no ifs or perhaps, there was just you making an
unfounded claim.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
And here's the other post:

Posted by Slimjr at 10:52 p.m. May. 24, 2013

"You two engage in baiting."

"I will make sure when you two are in that mode to scroll..'

"Not worth it.."
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Once again, slim, do you see any ifs or perhaps in your post?

You have made two accusations: One accusing OB of making excuses, and one of accusing he and I of being "baiters". I
asked you to back those claims up, and you have refused to do so. Now you are trying to say that you used the words if and
perhaps, and that meant you were off the hook.

slim, read those two posts again. No ifs. No perhaps. Just unfounded accusations.

Posted by Slimjr at 1:51 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

I'm [rooting] for Rudy Gobert already. If he's seven feet and can move lets go!

Posted by -Melvin- at 2:02 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Other than 2006 (sorry clyde), it looks as if each year provided at least 1 solid player...

Posted by AnsweredTHIS at 2:05 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Its the Hawks..................who knows what they will do? Probabaly trade the picks for the right to my 75 year old Uncle in
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Mississippit who has not played since he was 13............remember its the Hawks..................who know what they will do. The
real deal of this article should be the ones we gave up drafting Marvin, Shelden, etc...................

Posted by Rev-In-Tampa at 2:06 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

I'd be very interested in knowing the list of Danny Ferry's past draft picks as a GM. Has this list been produced on the blog?

Posted by -Melvin- at 2:10 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

doc and Astro, 

I see you all have already condemn PJ3, okay...

Posted by Sautee at 2:13 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Rev, I think Ferry was somewhat hamstrung by the previous GM in CLE. I don't think he had 1st round picks for his first
couple of years (if I'm remembering correctly).

I know he made a couple of nice 2nd round picks in Danny Green and Shannon Brown.

Posted by -Melvin- at 2:15 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

I'm hoping the Hawks could land Adams. I'm warming up to Franklin (just the thought of the Hawks drafting another player
with funky looking jump shot, Josh Childress). I would prefer the kid from Georgia (KCP) if he's available. Does anybody
knows why Franklin wore those long sleeves shirts under his jersey during games? I noticed he didn't wear one during his
workout video.

Posted by km42 at 2:31 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Rudy Gobert, PF, France

I see him as this year's Pape Sy. Should this guy go this high? He needs to go to someone who has 2-3 years to develop
him. DF already has Scott and Jenkins to develop....are we going to see them along with 2 #1s on the bench this year? That
leaves us what, 9 slots for the remainder of the roster. 
I feel the same about Schroeder; how much time with DF have to put him into a successful role? Call me ignorant, but these
guys seem too young to help any time soon. Are these guys battle tested? I don't know much, so excuse me for not knowing
their accolades prior to declaring.
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Now, you can say the same for a Larkin or Canaan, but they can come in behind a vet, whether its JT or CP3(wishing again),
and learn in practice after many successful battles in college. I like what these 2 are made of whether they become a starter
or not. To me, these seem like safer picks.

SteveW - my apology, I read your Granger proposal wrong....

OB - Re: shot blocker needed here........I would think this fan base would be happy to get the guy who is a regular of Shaq'tin
a fool! But seriously, its about redirecting shots as well. I prefer Bynum as a 2nd choice to D12, but he has a terrific presence
inside, and we have the cash.
I don't see Gasol and Al as a good backline for any contender.

I still like how ORL used to compete with no problem with MIA and the personnel they used to do that. It was due to D12 over
anyone else, and like Vava said, Alston looked good while there and Nelson was dependable as well. I just think that is a
difference maker for us to compete with MIA going forward. Right now, we're not even competing as Philips is MIA North, and
BOS, NYK, and CHI South. We just have to change that.

Has everyone here bought into Budenholzer if that becomes the choice?

Posted by Sautee at 2:34 p.m. May. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

OK, Rev, this is for you:

Danny Ferry's draft picks:

0 picks in 05

06: 1st Shannon Brown (25th overall) - I was wrong about him being a 2nd.
2nd: Daniel Gibson (42nd)

07: 0 picks

08: 1st J.J. Hickson (19th)

09: 1st Christian Eyenga (30th)
2nd Danny Green (46th)

I'd give it a grade of B to B+.
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